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The Mission of F3 is to plant, grow and serve
small workout groups for men for the
invigoration of male community leadership. 

The Credo: 
Leave no man behind,
but leave no man
where you find him. 

The 5 Core Principles: 
   1. Free of charge
   2. Open to all men
   3. Held outdoors
   4. Peer led
   5. End with COT

-  JAMES CLEAR



My Dad used to say that time seems to speed up as you get older and he was right. The first 4
months of the year have absolutely flown by! Time also flies when you are having fun and the
region has had no shortage of fun as well as community impact to start the year with the
Kraken, Spartan, Gate River Run, Apryle Showers, Sandlot Jax and our 7 year Anniversary
convergence. TClaps to all the Jax Pax for a great start to the year!

With a great start to the year under way, what can we do to get even better? Well by now most
of you have probably heard the viral speech given by Slaughter, our Nation’s Nant’an, during the
last nation conference call which was repeated at the Sandlot F3 workout. 
Check it out here!

In his speech, he reflected on his recent travels across many regions and that he noticed lack of
effort from Pax during workouts and also lowering standards set by some of the Q’s. He
encouraged us to make sure we are giving our all during workouts, motivate others to push hard
and as Q’s, raise the bar to help push the PAX beyond comfort zones. I cant disagree with
Slaughter as I have definitely noticed this trend at workouts during my travels as well. Upon
some self reflection, I am guilty of checking the box at times and not giving my all.

Words from the Nant'an
BY SAIGON SAM
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Slaughter beseeches the troops not to be complete Pusscakes at Sandlot JAX. Will they listen to
his wise words or continue to check the F3 box? Helpful hint: weigh yourself- if you're fat, eat better
and stop checking the box. -Jumanji

https://youtu.be/2j3n4AfaXX8
https://youtu.be/zSZ6Pdka8Go


For example, during Big Bird’s portion of the Q , at our 7th anniversary convergence, I noticed
Septum sprinting hard by me at full throttle. I was going maybe 70% at best but Big Bird
clearly said “sprint” in his instructions. At that moment, I realized this is exactly what
Slaughter was saying. I was not giving 100%, which was not being a good example and not
doing what I came to the workout for. I sprinted hard for the remainder of the workout and
no doubt, was better for it! Thank you for your example Septum!

When I was an FNG, one of the things that really attracted me to F3 was that it was tough. I
was absolutely smoked after many of the workouts that I first attended but was always
excited to come back. It was humbling but the men encouraged me throughout, gave me
some tips to help me accelerate and told me to keep coming back. I watched men like
McDreamy, Heisenberg and many others work their tails off during workouts which in turn,
made me go much harder than I ever would OYO. Although we try our best to promote F3 via
word of mouth, social media etc., it is an organization built on attraction and many times
that attraction is cemented during the first workout. After doing a bunch of burpees the FNG
is gasping for air, body hurting, snot bubbling, he looks up and see other men pushing
themselves to their limits and one of them leans over and says, great work, you got this…let’s
go! A few laughs in the parking lot after the COT joking about how much that sucked etc. and
the FNG is walking on air the rest of the day with a feeling of accomplishment. He’s definitely
coming back!

We all have good days and bad days. The enthralling and at times hilarious mumble chatter
will trump some of the workout. That said, let’s all try to push ourselves beyond our comfort
zone, do all the reps, run hard, motivate each other and remember the impact we have on the
men around us, especially the new guys.

As a reminder, our word for the year is “acceleration”. We have an amazing region with
incredible men that have inspiring stories of acceleration. Let’s keep the momentum going
gents and let’s keep accelerating all three F’s together!
Thank you for what each of you do every day to make our region great. You are all making a
difference!
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Semper Fi & SYITG,
Saigon Sam

Nant'an, continued...



I know you heard about the Sandlot event put on by
Go Ruck – it was a three-day fitness festival of sorts!
Lots of Rucking, obviously, great obstacle course,
group workouts, and Ted-style talks from fitness
people, authors, and plenty of former special ops
types. The talks were filled with motivational stuff.
 
After the Jax convergence – led by Dark Helmet and
Slaughter - we had good turnout of Jax Pax mosey
over to the venue and participate in all the
festivities. As is typical of Go Ruck – a lot of the
activities awarded patches for completion. It was
great to have a group of Pax get together and do
the 5k scavenger hunt ruck – which included a stop
at Intuition Brewery for a pint! Later in the day on
Saturday we also had a reunion Go Ruck ’01 Ruck
led by our cadre Linus. He is a really cool guy –
which I hadn’t realized when he was making us roll
around in the cold sand back in November 2016!
PUD and I were the only ones able to make the
reunion ruck – and sorry every else missed it. It was
great to spend some time with Slaughter (CEO) and
Dark Helmet (President), and Italian Job – the
current leadership of F3 Nation. 

Next year let’s get more Pax there and spend time
in the F3 tent (which was supplied by Mud Gear)
and hang out EH’ing guys!

CSAUP

On behalf of the Apryle Showers Foundation, we
would like to THANK YOU F3 PAX very much for all
of your support with our 5th annual Apryle
Showers Run.  As always F3 HIMs showed up in a
big way, we had over 25 10K Runners/10K Ruckers
this year. Thanks to your support, this was our best
year ever! We had over 750 race registrations, 23
Sponsors, 25 Family Sponsors, 16 Race
Ambassadors, and 10 Apryle's Army Team
members. All of your support generated the funds
to help over 30 Apryle Showers beneficiaries.  

We have opened registration for our 6th annual
race that will take place on April 2nd, 2023. As a
special Thank You to our Apryle Showers family, we
are providing you with a $10.00 off discount code.
Simply click the registration link and use the code
THANKYOU to receive this special discount. But be
sure to hurry and register because this code will
only be available until May 15th, 2022. We greatly
appreciate your continued support and look
forward to seeing you at our race in 2023.  

-HAT TRICK

-EILEEN

https://apryleshowers10k.itsyourrace.com/event.aspx?id=8667#:~:text=2023%20Apryle%20Showers%20Run%20%2D%20Florida's%20Fastest%2010K%20and%20Kids%20Fun%20Run,-Ponte%20Vedra%2C%20FL&text=Proceeds%20raised%20for%20the%20Apryle,www.apryleshowers.org).


The maximum
effective range
of an excuse is
zero meters
Pusscakes!!! 
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The third marquee F3JAX event of
the year happens on Memorial Day
May 30th as The Fallen returns for it's
third year. 

Four events await, giving us the
chance to honor those who died in
active military service. 

PAX are free to choose which of the
events to participate in, so it's fine to
only do the Murph...I'm sure those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice had a
similar mindset and didn't do things
that were too difficult...or took too
much time. Really, it's fine...just half
ass do the Murph without a weight
vest and go enjoy your hamburgers
and hotdogs...pussies.

 0700- Poseidon (Sunshine Park)- The Murph

 0830- Badlands (Davis Park)- The Manion

 0930- 3 Mile Forced March to HardNocs

 1000- HardNocs (Nocatee )- JAG 128

 1030- COT/BOM/Coffeteria

The Thang, May 30th 



 

Asgard
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The F3 pax of Asgard continue to thrive in Clay County. The pax achieved one of their major
goals this year- have 12 HIMs post at a Saturday beatdown. Now only if we can have a repeat
performance… These past few months, it was apparent that Fleming Island/Orange Park was on
the F3 map as we had several out-of-town pax visit DR: Snooky from Tallahassee, Depends and
Suit (along with his 2.0 Wind-Up) from the ATL. Taking the social media to the next level has
helped us gain another HIM: French Tickler has tasted the F3 Cool-Aid and has been a 4-
5x/week poster! Not only that, he’s already made his VQ at a Friday Heidrun which was marked
by a flying Tesla!

In the last couple months, we had great 2nd and 3rd F opportunities. YHC was present for
Woodshed’s father’s celebration of life. The following weekend, Woodshed honored his father
with a Cricket-based beatdown (his father David was a famous Cricket player- think the MJ of
Cricket). The Sunday after Easter, Asgard was well represented as our man Roddy and his
family joined the Christian family and were Baptized at Grace Anglican Church.  

By the time this newsletter hits your inbox, the men of Asgard will have participated in their
first Clay County community event: the Clay County Young Life Hula Hustle 5K.We will let you
know how that went next time! 

It has been a great couple months for the Asgardians. We hope to keep it up as summer
approaches!

-FEUD

AO UPDATES



Left Turn hits a critical point- F3 is not a consumer
activity. It is not a drive-thru where we pull-up and
place our orders. We are not big fat babies,
waddling up to the workout in a diaper, swinging
our umbilical cords saying 'feed me, feed me.'
(credit to Pastor Joby). 
F3 is a leadership group. Meaning that everyone
steps up to lead. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

HardNocs & Badlands
A lot of action going on in the land of Hard
Nocs. Now that the weather is getting hotter
D-Day has started coming to beatdowns
shirtless. But to be honest I think all of us
would if we looked that chiseled. Honestly
though this is a prime example of what F3
can do for a man. We have an important and
necessary mission (WHATS THE MISSION?!?!!).
We are truly changing lives. 

Hard Nocs life is good. Maybe too good?

There seems to be a consumption problem.
Many are consuming F3 yet not contributing.
We need more contribution fellas. We need
more men to Q.

In the words of Slaughter, we're getting soft. 

Shout out to Valdez for leading routinely and
for creating the now infamous rep scheme of
5-10-15-20-25-30 (+1).

Talk about words that I never thought I'd say,
but we need more Valdez's. 

Who's ready to Q? -Left Turn

-Terminator 

Run Days continue to expand with more
PAX joining in on Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays and Sundays

Penguin rucked in an ice storm and on a
beach while traveling in February 

A growing group of ruckers meet to ruck
often 

QSource on Tuesday mornings at 6:30am
continues to grow 

Hat Trick brought a real Olympic torch to
the workout from the 2002 Winter Games
in Salt Lake City

Tackleberry shared photos of himself
before his F3 transformation 

F3 guys continue to donate their time
washing vehicles at K9s for Warriors 
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Chop Shop
The previous ChopShop AO Q’s did a great job. But just like a workout Q, every PAX has an
opportunity to lead. It was my turn to not just check the box of showing up to a workout, but to
ensure each workout has a Q, keep track of the site flag, welcome FNG’s, show up to every
workout and sell the AO. I mean, come on, what other AO has a JSO officer living on site and
coffee provided by Septum every Tuesday? Of course, the one and only Chop Shop! 

The core usual suspects show up weekly (with some great (?) music) and over the past few
months we’ve welcome some that have now become regulars, Tron and Hot Lips. We get our
share of DownRange visitors as they know this is the place to be.

Leadership is a one word I would describe the ChopShop PAX. For example, Septum is on the
board at Trinity Rescue Mission and heavily involved with them, and Extinguisher has stepped
on most Fridays and delivers much needed items. 

We work out to push ourselves to get stronger, so that we can be there for our families and
others. Over the past few months, there have been 2.0’s graduating college, anniversaries,
weddings, PAX climbing mountains, running races, and challenging themselves.

A handful of the PAX went to the convergence with some F3 royalty, then moseyed over to the
1st annual Sandlot JAX, to attend talks, take up some fitness challenges and earn a few patches. 

We invite all PAX to post at ChopShop where we do more than use Cindys. - LIFO

Poseidon
Flexibility remains the key to Silver Sneakers(Poseidon/Pool Party’s) success.
Guest Q’s and Q’s from the hinterlands (Badlands/Hard Nocs) have added to the fun and frivolity
that prevails at Sunshine Park.
Hello Kitty arrived like a king and behaved like one as well…full of energy and excitement , he
made the Pax carry the flag to the beach and do some burpee challenge. He left an impression…
Dollar Bill Q’s and brought his simple and effective methodology to the Pax…we are still waiting
on the Backblast from Outhouses Q, and Sandcrab damn near ran off one of the new
guys(Stones) by running to the beach for a workout… “how in the hell are we getting back to the
park ?”, was Stones question. Luckily, we all made it back together.
And we’ve got a few new guys…both under 40, so we’re trending in the right direction!

- PAPA SMURF
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Downtown
Dear Diary,

It’s been an interesting couple of months at the downtown AO’s. Lot’s of comings and goings
and whatnot. I won’t hold you in suspense diary as I know you get impatient. 

Groundspeed aka “Bishop/Father Ewok/Hobbit” has Q’d a couple of times and really surprised all
of us with his ability to make us hurt and think at the same time. It’s rubbed off on his driver
Blockbuster. There’s a clever fellow for you Diary. He doesn’t speak that much but when he does,
it’s usually something profound. Or angry. Like Zamboni. The other day he had his “First Q” at
Kessel*, and he yelled at us. In a good way Diary. But it did surprise us. And he spoke in full
paragraphs. It was a good day. 

We’ve also had some prodigal Pax return to the fold and it’s been sublime. Whiff has returned.
No Diary, not that Whiff. The Good Whiff. He’s becoming more consistent, even though
sometimes he likes to mess with us and show up at 5:35 am.

Oh Diary….get this. THE Barry Shinkoff is back. He’s been coming out for the past couple of
weeks. What’s that? You thought that Barry and Hey Big Papi were the same person? We all did,
because they were never seen together! Well I got proof that they are indeed two separate
identities. They showed up at convergence together. They are precious little tykes those two.
Well, not so little. 

The last thing I wanted to tell you Diary is that we may need to have the city build us a new
parking garage. Gekko got us kicked out of JOI. That makes two we can’t go back to.  All we
were doing was having a little fun running ramps and what not when the security guard got all
uppity on us. I even suggested he join us. I told him we work out at 5:30 am every morning and
that he looked like he could use some exercise. Well, I’ll be durned Diary. He did not take a shine
to me. NOT AT ALL. I think that’s when he said he called the police. Well we high tailed it out of
there, and how!

Well Diary, I’m pretty tuckered out. That’s all for now. Till next time….

Yours,

Bowzer

*Jumanji pointed out that unless you call something in cadence, it doesn’t count as a VQ. 



Boondocks and the northern St John’s AOs are going strong — beatdowns are being
performed Monday through Thursday and obviously an often great turnout on Saturdays for
Boondocks. 

Put it this way: Boondocks is doing so well our Site Q Scholls has put out requests for
“addition by division” opportunities to expand our region. It’s a beautiful thing to see 25-plus
pax on Saturday in the gloom, but it is becoming clear that when the numbers get too big,
men can get lost in the shuffle. Many pax in the Mandarin/Baymeadows may benefit from an
AO closer to them and we’re exploring those opportunities.

Back to the goings-on in our area: Boondocks has been an active AO for the region. We were
thrilled to host the Stations of the Cross led by our own professional Scholls. It was a
powerful and impactful way to recall the suffering and crucifixion of Jesus. Boondocks was
also proud to host F3 Jax’s Anniversary Convergence amazingly led by some of the region’s
“Redwoods” and visited by 63 strong, along with 3 FNGs. 

Shout out to Pink Panther, who recently had his one year F3-versary, and the impact this guy
has had on our AOs and region can’t be overstated — it’s amazing he’s only been with us for a
year. We’re not sure though, he may have lost his mind a bit, he’s been regularly running
damn near 10 miles, wearing a weird weighted bra, and has become a burpee-
sadomasochist. 

On the downside: since the advent of the “Sack o’ Shame’ it appears we have many who feel
the need to update their wardrobe with the burlap beauty. We’ve had at least 4 fartsacked
Qs :(
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Boondocks
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Boondocks, cont...

-DOINK

Other news: 

Foundry (Mondays, 0530 at RiverTown) being led by Botox and Pink Panther has a small
stable of regulars and we’re starting to see some of their newer pax at other AOs around
town.

Gauntlet (Wednesday, 0530 at Durbin Park) has been ably being regularly led by Fifty Cent
and seeing young Bag Boi stepping up quite a bit — we’ve been lucky to have some of the
“youngsters” leading and posting regularly in the gloom.

The Vet (Thursdays, 0600 at Veterans Park) welcomed home the one and only TWISTER! We
were thrilled to see him in the gloom — I literally tackled him when I saw him in the CoP
upon my arrival. The Vet quietly continues to grow as well and we’ve even had a couple
double digit pax days. Getting quite a few VQs at the Vet, it’s a perfect AO for pax to step up
and lead. With Twister home from overseas, we’re hoping to see some of the Guardsmen he
EHed while away (when they safely return).

Q Source on Tuesdays after Thunderdome has a stable group of regulars. This is actually the
group’s second go-round through Q Source because they felt the leadership lessons are so
important it was worth revisiting.
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Character vs Personality
You have no clue how to be successful…

Steven Covey, while preparing for his book The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, came
across an observation when he studied the “success literature” that had been published since
the inception of our nation. He found that the common theme for the literature published in
the first 150 years was growth in character. While the published writings since then had a
foundation in technique, largely in personal skill development or social refinement. This shift
is no small thing and shines a spotlight on the society that surrounds us and continually tries
to influence us.

We all know the men of F3 strive to be better, to be one incremental unit stronger, more
reliable, and better equipped every day.   My goal is to challenge us to pause and ask what we
are striving after. When I look at the shift called out by Covey, I see two competing goals
fighting for our attention. The goal of enhancing Personality and the goal of deepening
Character. Our decision(s) at this fork in the road will not only influence how we attempt to
achieve success in life, it also defines what success and betterment even look like to us.

The personality ethic keeps our attention on external factors that allow us to be more
productive with our time and more appealing to those around us. It focuses us on tactics that
we can use to get more things done and tips for relating to others. We achieve success by
sharpening our skills, staying on target, and doing more things better than yesterday. We
know we are successful by measuring our ever-increasing influence and productivity (me vs
yesterday) and our current standing related to our peers (me vs the standard). 

Standing in the background of this focus is the character ethic. The character ethic starts with
who we are. It takes our attention and turns it inward, to things that are not easily seen by
others if they can be seen at all. It claims that true and lasting success comes from a strong
and growing foundation of character; which I define as our ability to harness all that makes us
unique and use it for the greatest good for the world around us. We achieve success by
stopping, prioritizing, and yes, even doing less. We know we are successful by the amount of
peace and fulfilment we have at that moment.  Are you satisfied (or even comfortable) with
how you used the gifts that you have been given today?   Borrowing some biblical imagery,
both paths produce fruit, but the character ethic is the only path we know that leads to “good
fruit”.

For time’s sake, I have approached this as if this “debate” is black and white; one or the other,
but the reality is that any goal worth pursuing is worth leveraging resources from both schools
of thought.  So again, my goal is to challenge each of us to pause, now and often, to make sure
that our foundation is rooted in character before we build upon it with “personality”. Our
tactics, techniques, tricks and tips will produce an abundance of fruit, I have no doubt, but
what our families, companies, and world around us need is more good fruit, so let’s make sure
that’s what we’re providing. 

Additional Reading and Resources:
Covey’s 7 Habits / Matt Perman's What’s Best Next / Art of Manliness “What Is Character? Its 3
True Qualities and How to Develop It”

-SEATDOWN

https://f3tallahassee.wordpress.com/2021/11/05/the-weirdest-workout-ever-did-we-just-get-zambonied/
https://www.amazon.com/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Powerful/dp/0743269519
https://f3tallahassee.wordpress.com/2021/11/05/the-weirdest-workout-ever-did-we-just-get-zambonied/
https://www.amazon.com/Whats-Best-Next-Gospel-Transforms/dp/0310533988/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3LRGG1NDJVXQV&keywords=what%27s+best+next&qid=1652115932&s=books&sprefix=what%27s+best+next%2Cstripbooks%2C84&sr=1-1
https://f3tallahassee.wordpress.com/2021/11/05/the-weirdest-workout-ever-did-we-just-get-zambonied/
https://www.artofmanliness.com/character/advice/what-is-character-its-3-true-qualities-and-how-to-develop-it/


2ND F

Who is Wes “SeatDown” Bowling?
I am married, Katie and I have a blended family, a family of eight, a true Brady Bunch with three

boys and three girls – 6, 7, 7, 10, 10, and 12. We were pretty excited to get out of the toddler stage

and now we’re entering the tween and young teenage era.  I work for an inventory management

company called RF-Smart, a phenomenal company with phenomenal people. I’m the director

operational excellence. Our company’s customers are anyone who has any sort of inventory that

they want to track and optimize. 

 
The Brady Bunch experience, tell us what you’ve learned about parenting from that.
It’s re-prioritized everything for me. Who Wes is – I had an image of professional Wes, a future

business leader; sociable outgoing Wes. A lot of those personas faded to the background, and now

husband/dad/stepdad has become a prominent piece of who I am. If I end my life being known as

a good dad, it’s a huge success. I think I would’ve said that before but I’m not sure I believed it. It’s

pretty clear where God’s called me. My blood three came naturally and with minimal thought, if

you will; with my Blessing-three it was a conscious decision. Do I feel called to pour into three

other children as my own, as well as taking on a new relationship? well.. Hell ya I am.  

MEET SEATDOWN, JAX PAX OF THE MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
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Create enough margin and capacity to parent well.

Before, I spent too much time pouring myself out into

work or into other relationships, I couldn’t’ be the

present dad I wanted to be or that my kids needed.

And the whole time, I was carrying guilt that I wasn’t

who I needed to be. That’s required me to be

cognizant of where I'm spending physical and

emotional energy. Am I pushing for an extra half-hour

of work that I don’t need or am I scheduling too many

coffees with guys in the morning? Do I need to mess

around in the yard after work? That’s been a revelation

of sorts over the past year or two. One big one, for girls

in particular, I read a book called Captivating, and it

really opened my eyes to a few truths about women.

The biggest one about my daughters, is how much

they desire to be adored and to have my attention. For

me to lavish them with love and wonder. My boys have

some of that but when that started to click for me I

could see the change in my daughters.

F3 has a lot of dads who are trying to parent right – what advice can you pass along to us from
this experience?

"Hey Buddy, my name's SeatDown. How's
the BRR going for you? Do you want to
talk about feelings? Actually, I'll talk...you
can just listen."



JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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How did you become part of F3?
I was an early adopter, early 2016. I was all in by the fall. Eileen EH’d me during church,

but I bought in before I even came. I was all for the concept of taking the workout group

process and using it as a springboard for fellowship and invigorating guys to go out and

do greater things. I had seen my friends, mostly females, join boot camps and form these

tight bonds with people they were working out with, but those bonds weren’t harnessed

for anything more than that. F3 seemed ingenious to me, something that could do a lot of

good for a lot of guys.

What’s the origin of your SeatDown name?
The original one was an embarrassing story from my first day at work. I worked on a huge

production floor, 300 people, we were about to have a weekly meeting, and everyone was

up out of their seats. Right before it started, I, feeling nervous before I was intriduced, ran

into the bathroom and realized that with a white couch, no urinals, that I had sprinted

into the women’s restroom. Fifty people noticed and laughed quite heartily. 16 years later,

I still get reminded of it. As far as I know, I'm the only SeatDown in the world.

 

Aside from being tagged with a nickname that you would never share in a professional
setting, how has F3 impacted you?
I think it’s hit all three F’s for me. I ran quite a bit prior to F3, but I hated it and I still do,

it’s quite miserable. F3 gave me a place and a system where I could consistently work out

in a way that’s enjoyable. I couldn’t do 20 merkins when I first came out or a single pull

up, and I think it bothered me more than I’d admit. I could run, knock out some 7 minute

miles, but I didn’t feel fit or strong as I wanted to be. It’s definitely brought some balance

to my physical life. The inter-generational fellowship has been great. My dad died when I

was 30, and I found a lot of support in F3. Eileen has been my whetstone for seven years

now, and other guys like Heisenberg

and PUD have invested in me in

that time and filled a hole that my

dad’s passing left. And then the

third F... I’m pretty heavily involved

in my local and regional church and

when people ask what kind of

ministries I’m involved in, F3 brings

sparks the most conversation; it’s

rare that you can help each other

like we do and help people push

through addictions and loss and

divorce. Men just don't share life

like that, so I'm honored to be part

of it and happy to tell anyone about

it. Simply, F3’s given me a platform

to interact with other guys and live

out what God’s gifted me to do.
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JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED

Eileen
Smiley. 

PUD
Thick.

Papa Smurf
Grumpy. *Giggles out loud* (editor's note: there was a distinctly affectionate tone in

SeatDown's voice)

Bada Bing 
Badass

Heisenberg
Godfather

PAX Word Association

Five Things About SeatDown

1. Jumanji is buying you a drink, what are you having? 

An old fashioned.

2. What's the last book you read?  

Comfort Crisis.

3. What's been your "silver lining" of COVID pandemic?
Better connections with neighbors.

4. I am confident that I'm the only person in F3 JAX who has... 
An infectious giggle. 

5. What's the best piece of advice you've ever received?
Trust in God, not in yourself. 
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3RD F
Recently there has been very positive success
stories out at The Farm. In March the sand
volleyball court was built with the help of
volunteers from a church in North Carolina.
This has been a big hit with the men as it
gives them an athletic outlet to build
relationships within the house and offers F3
the chance to have fun and fellowship. 

Instead of doing the normal F3 workouts at
The Farm we have transitioned into more
later afternoon sessions of just having
fellowship or playing volleyball. This later
time works well as we can now catch more of
the men as they are home from work. Most of
them work mornings so we are not able to
meet with the majority of them. This later
time is allowing for greater fellowship
opportunities. 

The second wonderful success story is about
Chris, wrecking ball is his F3 name. He was
able to move out of The Farm and into his
own place. He has a steady job and was able
to buy a truck. We wish him all the best in
the future and hope that he can keep ties
with F3. The success stories at The Farm are
real and it’s an honor to help serve them.
Please consider coming out on a Saturday for
some fellowship and volleyball.

TRINITY AND THE FARM

-CHECK PLEASE

A Trinity Rescue Mission story. 

Hi, my name is Patrick, and I had a very sad life
until you stepped in. 

God blessed me with many gifts, and I quickly
learned to use them to my benefit. While
successful at an early age, I also was self-
medicating to fill a hole in my life. As a result,
jails, prisons, and rehabs were a part of my life for
the past 33 years. Though my intentions were
good, I found myself in the vicious cycle of
recovery, relapse and then incarceration. 

While searching for a better life, God led me to
Trinity Rescue Mission. There, I surrendered my
will to the Lord and became a new creation in
Christ. The old man was gone, and the new man
of Christ was ready to truly face life. Your support
of Trinity provided me the opportunity to enter
their Operation New Hope program for men with
addiction. I graduated with a job, car, and a place
to live rent free for 3 to 4 months. In addition, I
was blessed with the funds to purchase new tools
for my trade.

Thanks to Trinity and your gifts, I received the
support and guidance to face the challenges of
starting over– “a second chance at life.”

** Numbers of PAX serving on Fridays at TRM
have slipped. Please step up and serve. Sign-
up here **

https://forms.gle/nuiBc7NALQEpkHwZA


PAX, I need your help. I need your
imagination and creativity. Because
there is some shit that irritates me and I
can't find, or think of, terms or phrases
for it. And it's irritating me off even more. 
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Shit That Irritates Me

-JUMANJI

You've seen this dude before. Black hat with a patch. Shooting glasses perched on top. 5.11
'handbag' slung across his shoulder. Rocking his Black Rifle Coffee Company t-shirt and
tactical cargo pants. Scanning for threats. 

Why is everything tactical? I was in Academy Sports the other day and saw a tactical battle axe
for sale. In the year 2022, who the f*#k is going to use a battle axe? A battle axe in 2022 is by its
very nature not 'carefully planned to gain a specific military end,' unless you get in a fight at
the renaissance fair. Anywhere else you use a battle axe you will get shot in the chest by
someone standing at a safe distance from your dumb-ass using a 21st century firearm. 

Dude, you're an accountant. In the Ponta Vedra Publix buying kale chips. The closet you've
been to the military is driving to Mayport to go to Safe Harbor. And I know you took the 2 hour
course and went to the range once 10 months ago, but if trouble comes the only thing you're
going to shoot is your own man-meat off. What do we call this tactical poser? 

*Side note-and this one might sting- it's just a $300 backpack with stickers on it.* 

Let me explain the situations and please send your suggestions for F3JAX terms here. Winners will be
announced in the next newsletter. *One rule- it can't just be the name of someone it reminds you of*

Similar to #1, but more broadly, the guy who buys all the best gear to do something before
they even have a basic proficiency. Novices who splash money on expensive equipment but
who lack the aptitude to use it properly or even to perform satisfactorily in the endeavor. 

Because I'm invested in my irritation, I searched for a term and found a British English
colloquialism for this exact thing- 'All the gear, no idea.' But like most things British (soccer,
tea, pasty average women with bad teeth, etc.) it doesn't serve the more masculine needs of an
American audience. 

This is for a F3JAX term, so specifically a guy who buys all the best workout gear and precedes
to post once or twice a month at most and remains fat and gooey. Signs up for a race, doesn't
actually train for it, but he's got $200 new running shoes to churn out 12 minute miles in. 

Changing gears. The jackasses who count in a different language in Count-A-Rama. If you
know me, you know this doesn't come from some deep conservative, anti-international, anti-
immigrant, or anti-cultural place. Renaming French fries, Freedom fries during 9/11 was deeply
stupid. Expecting people in their own countries to speak English for our lazy American tourist
asses is arrogant. So there you go. 
But it does come from a deeply held belief in efficiency and established process. Just say the f-
ing number in English so the dullard next to you doesn't get confused and screw up the count,
thereby delaying my exit to go to work. When you plant F3 Havana or Mexico City, by all means,
the count should be done in Spanish. Until then, speak 'Merican.

https://forms.gle/i1jJSbrcxXBLwLH87

